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ABSTRACT
This study based the means-end chain methodology aims to

understand consumer cognition of mutual fund advertisements on
the Internet. Through constructing the hierarchical value maps, this
study focuses mainly on elucidating consumer cognition of mutual
funds, revealing cross-country website cognitive structures of
mutual funds, comparing the differences in cognitive structures
between consumers and cross-country websites and, finally, under-
standing important mutual fund attributes for both consumers and
website designs in terms of values. The analytical results can not
only provide marketers with valuable information for designing
web ad content, but also be used to develop effective marketing
strategies on the Internet.

INTRODUCTION
The commercial opportunities associated with the accelerated

growth the Internet have brought business into the battle for Internet
advertising. According to a NetValue survey (http://
tw.netvalue.com), approximately one-fifth of Taiwanese Internet
users habitually browse financial or securities websites and com-
plete financial transactions on the Internet. Hence, financial insti-
tutions and companies have responded to new Internet business
opportunities by exploring the feasibility of web applications for
further development of their businesses.

Since 1991, the National Science Foundation in the United
States has encouraged the opening of the Internet for commercial
use. The trade patterns of e-commerce have gradually replaced
traditional one-way marketing with interactive web marketing.
Internet advertising campaigns are now an inevitable trend. Thus,
some business strategies have been forced to change in order to
meet new web applications and developments. Through advanced
Internet technologies, businesses can not only introduce or promote
their products by placing text, graphics, images, animation and
sound on the web, but can also process customer orders and requests
immediately.

Given increasingly shorter product life cycles, business prod-
uct design has focused on product development and miscellaneous
product mixes, explaining the increasing diversity of investment
products. Hence, satisfying target customer demands and develop-
ing effective interactive marketing strategies are the keys to busi-
ness survival in this environment. In the marketing field, means-end
chain (MEC) methodology proposed by Gutman (1982) is the
predominant approach for analyzing the relationship between con-
sumer product preference and value satisfaction. Such a relation
enables marketers to design their products to comply with con-
sumer preferences.

The research objects in this study are mutual fund websites.
Analyzing product characteristics of mutual fund websites by
applying the MEC methodology reveals consumer cognitive struc-
tures associated with these websites. Such cognitive structures
demonstrate the product attributes preferred by consumers, the
perceived benefits or consequences upon product consumption and
how consumer value demands can be achieved in terms of attribute-
consequence-value (A-C-V) chains. Understanding consumer A-
C-V chains enables marketers to design effective advertisements on
their mutual fund web pages. This study analyzes the survey results

to understand consumer preferences for various mutual fund at-
tributes; the web ad contents of different sales agencies (investment
trust, investment adviser, securities dealers, and banks) were com-
pared regions, i.e. China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and the United
States, to reveal differences in Internet marketing. This study
focuses mainly on elucidating consumer cognition of mutual funds,
revealing cross-country website cognitive structures of mutual
funds, comparing the differences in cognitive structures between
consumers and cross-country websites and, finally, understanding
important mutual fund attributes for both consumers and mutual
fund website designs in terms of values.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Origin and Development of Mutual Funds
Mutual fund investing originated in Europe, and the first

pooled fund in the United States was formed for the staff and faculty
of Harvard University in 1893. In 1924, the first publicly listed
mutual fund was created: the Massachusetts Investors Trust. The
individual retirement account introduced in 1981 contributed to the
rapid development of the mutual fund since it created a new mutual
fund type for employers and employees. Owing to its liquidity and
easy-to-operate characters, such mutual funds are still very popular
today.

According to investorwords.com (2008), a mutual fund is “an
open-ended fund operated by an investment company which raises
money from shareholders and invests in a group of assets, in
accordance with a stated set of objectives. Mutual funds raise
money by selling shares of the fund to the public and then take the
money they receive from the sale of their shares to purchase various
investment vehicles, such as equity, bonds and money market
instruments.” Mutual funds based on specific investment vehicles
include money market funds, bond/income funds, balanced funds,
equity funds, global/international funds, specialty funds and index
funds (Levinthal & Myatt, 1994; Chordia, 1996).

Means-End Chains (MECs)
Means-end chain (MEC) methodology is a laddering ap-

proach for linking product attribute (A), consequence (C) and value
(V) in a hierarchical cognition structure for consumers (Gutman,
1982). Peter and Olson (1993) indicated that product attributes are
conferred by the benefit or value cognitions of consumers upon
product consumption. Restated, such attributes are means of achiev-
ing consumer desires in terms of product benefits or values.

The knowledge structure of means-end chain broadly includes
personal cognitions of a particular product or brand. Different
consumers may have different perspectives, prefer different prod-
uct attributes, perceive different consequences or perceive different
benefits upon product consumption, and all of which may result in
different value satisfaction (Lin, 2003; Reynolds and Olson, 2001).
Reynolds and Gutman (1988) proposed the MEC methodology for
constructing consumer attribute-consequence-value (A-C-V) hier-
archies. In consumer self-construction, product attribute prefer-
ences, consequence upon product consumption and value satisfac-
tion do not link to each other; restated, there is no concrete A-C-V
existing in the consumer minds. Consequently, how to elicit ab-
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stract thoughts of consumers through in-depth interviews and
transform them into concrete means-end hierarchies has become
important for understanding the psychological cognitions of con-
sumers.

Classifications of Value
The customer orientation advocates that establishing the con-

structs of consumer consumption processes and experiences pro-
vides information regarding consumer cognitions of product posi-
tion, which can be used by marketers to formulate effective product
strategies (Day et al., 1979; Gutman, 1981). Practically, the cogni-
tive structures of consumers are related to their value systems
(Rokeach, 1968; Vinson et al., 1977). Several researchers (Reynolds
& Gutman, 1988; Gutman, 1982) have emphasized that consumer
value systems can be evaluated by micro or macro perspectives.
Micro perspectives focus on the connections between product
attributes and consequences whereas macro perspectives focus on
classifications using consumer value systems such as VALS2
(value and lifestyles 2) of SRI company (Kotler, 1997), LOV (List
of Values) (Kahle & Kennedy, 1989) and RVS (Rokeach Value
Survey) (Rokeach, 1968).

METHODOLOGY

Variables
Kotler (1994) asserted that a product attribute is composed of

several attribute levels. Thus, this study adopted attribute level
(AL), attribute (A), benefit (B) and value (V) as the research
variables to construct consumer cognitive structures.

1). Attribute level (AL) and attribute (A): Based on investment
manuals (e.g., enterprise brochure, mutual fund DM, etc.) of
mutual fund companies, this study summarized eleven charac-
teristics (attributes). Table 1 describes the elements (attribute
level) of each characteristic.
2). Consequence (benefit): According to the web ads of mutual
fund sales agencies, this study summarized fourteen benefits
perceived by consumers: “profession”, “tax saver”, “low
investment cost”, “good performance”, “portfolio variety”,
“spreading risk”, “transnational investment”, “investment as-

sistance”, “liquidity”, “well known”, “good reputation”, “large
scale”, “convenience” and “safe”.
3). Value: This study directly adopted the LOV inventory
developed by Kahle and Kennedy?1989?which includes the
following measures: “sense of belonging”, “excitement”,
“warm relationships with others”, “self-fulfillment”, “being
well respected”, “fun and enjoyment of life”, “security”, “self-
respect” and “sense of accomplishment”.

Questionnaire and Data Collection
Separate questionnaires were developed for individual inves-

tors and the companies with mutual fund web ads; each included
three categories: A-C-V linkages of mutual funds; mutual fund
attribute levels; personal or company information.

Based on the information provided by the official finance
websites of China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and the United States, this
study gathered data from the websites of mutual fund sales agencies
and from interviews with mutual fund investors. Table 2 lists the
official finance websites of the four countries.

To understand the cognitive structures of individual investors
or customers, this study interviewed mutual fund investors in
banks, investment trusts, securities dealers and others. Two hun-
dred thirteen valid samples were gathered. For analysis of web ads
of mutual funds, this study examined whether the sales agency has
a web address, whether it sells mutual funds and whether its website
provides mutual fund information to gather data from its web ads.
The 145 analyzed companies or institutions included ninety com-
panies in Taiwan, eleven in China, thirty-four in Hong Kong and ten
in the United States. Each company or institution selected ten
mutual funds. If the company offered more than ten mutual funds,
then ten funds were randomly selected for analysis; otherwise, all
company funds were analyzed. Thus, 1242 mutual funds were
selected for analysis.

Analytical Method
Means-end methodology was applied by surveying consumer

perspectives of a given mutual fund by in-depth interviews. Through
a laddering technique, all interview data were tabulated and trans-
formed to construct a hierarchical value map. Content analysis of
the web ads was performed to reveal mutual fund attribute levels,

TABLE 1
Product attribute and attribute level
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attributes, and the contents of benefits and values for attracting
investors.

1). Category and analytical unit: In this study, the first ques-
tionnaire category was related to the A-C-V linkages of mutual
funds; the benefits upon mutual fund investment were classi-
fied by fourteen items, and the nine values were directly
adopted from LOV (Kahle & Kennedy, 1989).
2). Coding and reliability: Based on the 1242 web pages (web
ads) for 145 sales agencies in four different regions, this study
analyzed the contents of web ads by the word stems in the text
of the web ads. Through content analysis, four coders exam-

ined the web ad content and classified the word stems. The
mean intercoder agreement benefit and value variables were
0.868 and 0.804, respectively. The reliabilities were 0.96 and
0.94 for benefits and values, respectively, which meet the
acceptable criteria proposed by Kassarjian (1977).

DISCUSSION

Data Description
Table 3 lists consumer demographics. Risk tolerance repre-

sents the acceptable net volatility of $10 investment and the
minimum annual return acceptable to an investor. Table 4 summa-

TABLE 2
Financial institutions of four countries

TABLE 3
Consumer demographics
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TABLE 4
Attribute levels of mutual funds and preference percentages

TABLE 5
The analysis results of mutual fund web pages
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TABLE 6
Attribute levels of mutual fund web sites

rizes the attribute levels preferred by investors. Such attribute levels
can help mutual fund managers design their portfolios.

Table 5 lists the analytical results for the mutual fund institu-
tion web pages. Table 6 lists the attribute levels of individual mutual
funds available on web sites and the preference percentages of
investors.

Mutual Fund Cognitive Structure of Consumers and Web
Pages

Based on the interview data and web ad messages, all data
were entered into the summary implication matrix to construct
mutual fund cognitive ladders (Attribute-Benefit-Value; A-B-V).
Using the 93rd percentile as a cutoff point, the valid A-B-V linkages
were used to construct a hierarchical value map (HVM) for mutual
fund investors. In the HVM, the deciles 3 of these valid A-B-V
linkages defined as strong, medium and weak linkages are illus-
trated by thick, middle and thin lines.

According to Figure 1, investors indicated that “fund type”,
“fund manager”, “custody bank” and “related fee” attributes (strong
linkages) were quite important investing considerations. These
salient attributes may yield different perceived benefits to investors
and further satisfy different value demands. For example, a given
“fund type” attribute (A) can provide investors with “good perfor-
mance” benefits (B) and yield “security” (V) value satisfaction.
Further, a “fund manager” (A) is also important to investors for his
“professionalism” (B) , which increases investor “security” (V)
value.

This study also examined the A-B-V linkages of mutual fund
web ads across four regions (China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and the
United States). The 93rd percentile was used as a cutoff point. The
three deciles of these valid A-B-V linkages were also defined as
strong, medium and weak linkages. In Taiwan, the web ads empha-
sized the importance of “fund type” and “time of return” due to
considerations of “portfolio variety” and “investment assistance”
benefits yielding “self-fulfillment” and “security” values (Figure
2).

Figures 3, 4 and 5 illustrate the web ads HVM for Hong Kong,
Mainland China and USA, respectively. Different regions may
have different emphases in their mutual fund web ads due to
different investor desires of value satisfactions.

Comparisons of Investor Cognitions and Web Ads Offering
In Taiwan, both investors and mutual fund web pages empha-

sized the importance of “security” and “sense of belonging” value
achievement (Table 7). For investors, “fund type”, “fund number”,
“fund scale”, “time of return”, “fund manager” and “custody bank”
attributes may yield “portfolio variety”, “spreading risk”, “profes-
sion”, “good performance”, “well known”, “good reputation”, and
“large scale” benefits satisfying their “security” value demand.
However, for the web ads to achieve investor “security” value
satisfaction, “fund type”, “time of return”, “currency”, “fund man-
ager”, and “sales agency” are more important attributes to help
investors obtain “portfolio variety”, “spreading risk”, “transnational
investment”, and “investment assistance” benefits were considered
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FIGURE 1
Investor hierarchical value map of mutual funds

FIGURE 2
The HVM of Taiwan web pages
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FIGURE 3
The HVM of Hong Kong web pages

FIGURE 4
The HVM of Mainland China web pages
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FIGURE 5
The HVM of USA web pages

FIGURE 6
The HVM of web pages in four regions
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most important. Further, to achieve “sense of belonging” value,
investors who perceived the “related fee” attribute as offering a
“low investment cost” benefit. Web ads, conversely, expected that
“fund manager” attributes provide a “professional” image for
investors. Additionally, from the investor perspective, “fund type”,
“time of return” and “fund manager” are means of achieving their
“sense of accomplishment” value desire whereas web ads are
expected to provide investors with “excitement” and “fun and
enjoyment of life” value satisfaction.

Comparing the web ads of China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and the
United States revealed that “sense of accomplishment”, “fun and
enjoyment of life” and “security” messages were the ultimate
values that businesses try to deliver to their investors (see Table 8).
In the “sense of accomplishment” message delivery, web ads use
“fund manager”, “sales agency”, “time of return”, “related fee” and
“fund type” attributes offer “convenience” and “investment assis-
tance” benefits to attract investors. Moreover, web ads in four
regions emphasize the importance of “sales agency” to obtain the
“convenience” benefit, which yields “fun and enjoyment of life”
value. Notably, the U.S. web ads were the only ads that attempted
to deliver “being well respected” value to the public investors.

Based on the previous analytical results, this study further
used the fund attributes investors and web ads preferred the most to
construct an extended HVM. The extended HVM can not only
demonstrate the most important A-B-V linkages but also shows
more detailed attribute characteristics referred to here as “attribute
levels.”

Figure 7 illustrates that “fund type”, “fund manager” and
“custody bank” were the most important fund attributes for both
investors and web ads designs. To examine further, the author found
that “equity funds (AL)” and “global funds (AL)” were the two
“fund types (A)”most preferred by investors because of their “good
performance (B)” leading to investors’ “sense of accomplishment
(V)” value satisfaction. Investors also care about the “investment
idea (AL)” and “qualification (AL)” of “fund manager (A)”, be-

TABLE 7
Cognitive comparisons of investors and web pages in Taiwan

cause these two attribute levels can show the “profession” of fund
managers and then attain “sense of belonging” and security” values
of investors. Moreover, investors believed that the “public sector
bank (AL)” is more trustworthy than “custody bank (A)” for
investment. It provides “safety (B)” and “security (V)” to investors.
Thus, the extended HVM provides marketers with more precise
data regarding the product characteristics preferred by investors
than the original HVM does.

For the mutual fund web pages across the four regions in
Figure 8, “equity funds (AL)” and “a single national fund (AL)” are
the emphasis of “fund type (A)”, because of the “investment
assistance (B)” benefit and “security (V)” value achievement. On
the web pages, the “time of return (A)” includes “one month (AL)”,
“three months (AL)”, “six months (AL)”, “one year (AL)” and
“three years (AL)”. These fund-attribute levels yield “portfolio
variety (B)” benefit and lead to “security (V)” and “sense of
accomplishment (V)” value satisfaction.

CONCLUSION, LIMITATION, AND FUTURE
RESEARCH

The Internet pervades daily life. On-line transactions are now
common for purchasing products and services. On-line transactions
involve no real shops-entities. Hence, web ads are important for
attracting customers or investors. Whether the ads can communi-
cate with target investors and whether such ads can effectively
adhere to investor needs is now an important issue in web page
design. Based on the analytical results, the suggestions for web
designers of mutual fund are shown as followings:

1). Investors: Most fund attributes, benefits and values pre-
ferred by investors are exactly as shown on fund web pages.
However, the interviews revealed that many investors were
disappointed by the low rates of return on their fund invest-
ments. Consequently, they felt that their fund investments had
accomplished little. Thus, mutual fund managers may con-
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TABLE 8
Cognitive comparisons of web ads cross four regions
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FIGURE 7
The extended HVM of investors

FIGURE 8
The extended HVM of fund web pages across four regions
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sider providing investors with more positive and persuasive
news to encourage them in the dynamic environment.
2). China: Chinese websites lacked key information. The web
designers may consider adding more fund-attribute informa-
tion such as “currency” and “minimum purchase amount” and
content which provides investors with value satisfaction such
as “excitement” and “sense of belonging”.
3). Hong Kong: In this study, Hong Kong was the only region
that provided complete fund attributes on the web pages. The
web designers may need to enhance their web pages by
delivering “sense of accomplishment” and “being well re-
spected” messages to their target investors.
4). Taiwan: Web designers can refer to USA web ads for
adding the element of “being well respected” to investors.
Also, designers may consider including messages regarding
“minimum purchase amount” and “good performance” in
their web ad designs.
5). United States: The USA web pages provided investors with
the most information in achieving investors’ value satisfac-
tion. The web page designs may require more information
about the benefits of investing in funds such as “spreading
risk” and “good performance” of certain funds.

This study compared the web ads of only four regions. There-
fore, the analytical results cannot be generalized to global web ad
design. Future researchers may consider increasing the number of
research objects in various countries or adopting an individual
country as a research object to make a cross-national comparison.
Furthermore, investment products are significantly influenced by
dynamic economy. Hence, comparing the contents of cross-nation
HVM toward a give investment instrument in different stage of
economic dynamics can help business understand the timing for
developing effective promotion or advertising strategies. Addition-
ally, fund investments are only one investment instrument. Other
financial products require further comparisons in order to provide
investors with valuable information for investment.
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